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Abstrat
We present observations of the J=10, 21, and 32 rotational transitions of N2H
+
and N2D
+
towards a sample of prototypial dark louds. The data have been interpreted using nonloal radiative
transfer models. For all soures previously studied through millimeter ontinuum observations, we nd
a good agreement between the volume density estimated from our N2H
+
data and that estimated from
the dust emission. This onrms that N2H
+
depletion is not very eient in dark louds for densities
as large as 10
6
m
−3
, and also points out that a simultaneous analysis based on mm ontinuum, N2H
+
and N2D
+
observations should lead to reliable estimates for the temperature and density struture of
old dark louds.
From multiline modeling of N2H
+
and N2D
+
, we derive the deuterium enrihment in the observed
louds. Our estimates are similar or higher than previous ones. The dierenes an be explained by
the assumptions made on the loud density prole, and by the hemial frationation ourring in the
louds. For two of the observed objets, L183 and TMC2, multiposition observations have allowed
us to derive the variation of the N2D
+
/N2H
+
abundane ratio with the radius. We have found that it
dereases by an order of magnitude for radii greater than a few 0.01 p (i.e. outside the entral ores).
Inside the dense ondensations, the frationation is eient and, ompared to the abundane ratio
expeted from statistial onsiderations based on the osmi D/H ratio, the deuterium enrihment is
estimated to be ≃ 0.10.5 10
5
.
An important result from our observations and models is that the interpretation of deuterated
moleular speies emerging intensities in old dark louds requires spei radiative transfer modeling
beause the exitation onditions for the deuterated speies an be quite dierent from those of the
main isotopologue. Moreover, the use of three rotational lines for N2H
+
and N2D
+
allows to onstrain
the size of the emitting regions for eah speies and to determine aurately the volume density. This
enables to draw a detailed piture of the spatial variation of deuterium enrihment.
Subjet headings: line: formation : proles  moleular proesses  radiative transfer  ISM: louds
: moleules : abundanes  ISM: individual (TMC1, L183)
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past deades, important eorts have been de-
voted to improve our understanding of the physial on-
ditions in protostellar louds. These studies have en-
abled to draw an evolutionary sequene of the stages
prior to the formation of protostars, through the mor-
phologial, dynamial and hemial harateristis of the
louds. Reent progress in detetion apabilities in the
far infrared, submm and mm windows, have permitted
to onstrain the density distribution of moleular louds
through measurements of dust absorption and emission
(see e.g. WardThompson et al. 1994, 1999). It has been
found that the geometrial struture of old dark louds
is onsistent with an inner region of nearly onstant den-
sity and a surrounding envelope that has a density whih
dereases as a power law. The density distribution thus
obtained is often used as a starting point for moleu-
lar line studies and allows to onstrain the spatial dis-
tribution of the moleules (see e.g. Tafalla et al. 2004).
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Moreover, from NH3 inversion lines it has been found
that the louds are nearly isothermal (Benson & Myers
1989; Tafalla et al. 2004). Suh observational onstraints
are of great interest to understand the physial meha-
nisms that drive the ollapse. However, the balane be-
tween gravitational energy and support mehanisms suh
as thermal pressure, turbulene or magnetism is yet to be
understood (Aikawa et al. 2005). Moreover, theoretial
studies predit that the initial onditions strongly aet
the way the ollapse of the loud evolves. In partiular,
time dependent studies, whih ouple both dynamial
and hemial proesses, have shown that moleules an
be used as tools to probe the stage of evolution prior
to the formation of protostars. These studies also pre-
dit that deuterium frationation inreases with time and
that the D/H ratio an reah high values for a variety of
speies (Roberts et al. 2003).
The goal of this work is to put observational onstraints
on the spatial struture of a sample of dark louds
through observations of a late type moleule, N2H
+
, and
of its de t ated i otopologue N2D
+
. These moleules
are well adapted to probe the innermost dense regions of
dark louds due to their high dipole moments and also
beause they are weakly depleted onto dust grains. While
moleular observations are a very powerful tool to derive
the physial and hemial onditions of the gas in these
regions, the interpretation of the observations needs es-
sential informations on moleular physis data, suh as
2ollisional rate oeients, line intensities and frequen-
ies. Moleules often used as tools, like N2H
+
, have been
interpreted so far with rude estimates of these param-
eters. Reently, Daniel et al. (2005) have omputed ol-
lisional rate oeients between N2H
+
and He for the
range of temperatures prevailing in old dark louds and
low mass star forming regions. Daniel et al. (2006) (here-
after referred to as Paper I) have modeled, using these
new rates, the emission of N2H
+
in dark louds. A wide
range of physial onditions has been explored in order to
have a general view of the dierent proesses that ould
lead to the observed intensities of N2H
+
hyperne lines.
Observations are desribed in setion 2. In setion 3
we present the results obtained for eah loud and we
derive the physial onditions of the gas as well as N2H
+
and N2D
+
abundanes. The onlusions are given in se-
tion 5. The exitation proesses ourring for deuterated
speies are analyzed in the Appendix.
2. OBSERVATIONS
N2H
+
and N2D
+
observations were performed during
several observing sessions. Additionally, we make use of
N2D
+
data already disussed by Tiné et al. (2000).
Observations of the N2D
+ J=21 line have been ob-
tained at the IRAM30m telesope (Granada, Spain) in
July 2000 during average weather onditions. The point-
ing was heked regularly on nearby ontinuum soures,
and the fous was heked on small planets. The data
have been taken in frequeny swithing mode, with the
mixers onneted to the versatile, high spetral resolu-
tion, orrelator VESPA. The N2D
+ J=10 data have
been taken in August 2004 when the tuning range of the
3mm mixers was extended to frequenies lower than 80
GHz. Simultaneous observations of N2D
+ J=32 were
performed using two mixers tuned at this frequeny. The
system temperature was ∼ 250 K at 77 GHz and ∼ 500
K at 231 GHz. Partiular are was given to the inten-
sity alibration as the mixer tuning is done without side
band rejetion at these low frequenies. The image side
band gain has been measured on an oset position or a
ontinuum soure for eah objet, and applied during the
data proessing.
Further observations of the J=10, 21 and 32 lines
of N2H
+
and of the N2D
+ J=32 line were arried out
in January 2005 with the IRAM30m telesope. Four
reeivers tuned at the frequeny of these lines were used
simultaneously. Pointing was heked every hour on
ontinuum soures lose to the targets. The relative
alignment of the reeivers was heked with Saturn and
Jupiter and found to be better than 2.0. Our observa-
tions indiate that the osets on the sky from the point-
ing derived with the 3 mm reeiver were 1.0, 2.0 and
1.0 for the 2 mm, 1 mm low frequeny and 1 mm high
frequeny reeivers respetively. Fous was heked at
the beginning and end of eah observing shift. It was
found to be stable for the entire observing run.
The weather was exellent during observations with a
typial water vapor amount above the telesope site of ≃
1.0 mm, or even better. Calibration was performed using
two absorbers at ambient and liquid nitrogen tempera-
tures. The ATM pakage (Cerniharo 1985; Pardo et al.
2001) was used to estimate the signiant atmospheri
parameters for the observations. The typial system tem-
peratures were 100 K, 1000 K and 250 K at 3, 2 and 1 mm
respetively. The J=21 line was observed in upper side
band whih avoided the possibility of rejeting the image
side band in the 30m reeivers. The large system tem-
perature for this transition is due to the high opaity of
the atmosphere at 186 GHz and to the fat that the fre-
queny is at the edge of the tuning range of the reeiver.
Calibration unertainties for the J=10 and 32 lines are
well below 10% (the standard alibration auray under
good weather onditions). However, the J=21 line has a
larger unertainty due the eets ommented above, and,
in order to have an estimate of the alibration auray
we observed the ontinuum emission of Jupiter, Saturn
and Mars at dierent elevations. We have found that the
intensity of the J=21 transition was always ompatible
with the expeted one. However, these double side band
observations of the planets are not very sensitive to the
side band rejetion. Nevertheless, these data allow us to
derive beam eienies for eah frequeny. They are in
exellent agreement with those published for the 30m
IRAM telesope. For some strong soures we observed
several times a referene position and we noted that the
J=21 line intensity had alibration errors up to 20% de-
pending on the elevation of the soure. We onlude that
with the onguration adopted for the 2 mm reeiver, the
upper signal side band has a gain of 0.35 rather than 0.5
(perfet DSB). This fat introdues systemati errors in
the determination of the sky opaities. It is impossi-
ble to estimate the atual error for eah soure. Hene,
for the J=21 line we assume a typial alibration error
of 20%. Nevertheless, most observed J=21 intensities
agree with those expeted from the results of the J=1
0 and 32 lines (see Set. 3). Only for TMC2, L1489
and L1251C it has been neessary to orret the J=21
intensities by multipliative fators of, respetively, 0.8,
0.8 and 0.85 in order to have data onsistent with the
well alibrated J=10 and 32 lines.
The observations were performed in frequeny swith-
ing mode. As all soures have narrow lines, the baseline
resulting from folding the data has been removed by t-
ting a polynomial of degree 2. Figure 1 shows the N2H
+
and N2D
+
observed lines in seleted soures and Table
1 gives the position of the louds observed in this paper
(see setion 3). The intensity sale is antenna tempera-
ture, T
∗
A. In order to ompare the results of our models
with observations, we have to onvolvemodel results with
the beam pattern of the 30m IRAM telesope. We have
adopted half power beam widths (HPBW) of 27, 13.5
and 9, beam eienies of 0.76, 0.59 and 0.42, and error
beams of 350, 220, and 160 for the J=10, 21 and
32 lines of N2H
+
. For N2D
+
, we adopted HPBW's of
32, 17 and 10.5, beam eienies of 0.79, 0.69 and 0.52
and the same error beams as for N2H
+
lines. The whole
data set for all observed soures is shown in Figures 3 to
15.
3. RESULTS
Over the past deades, mm ontinuum observations
and star ount analysis (WardThompson et al. 1994)
have revealed that the density struture of old dense
ores losely mathes a BonnorEbert sphere, with an
inner region of nearly uniform density and steep outer
edges where the density dereases as r
−p
with p = 2 
2.5. This desription is valid for r < 0.1 p typially,
and at larger sales (0.1  1 p), the density struture of
3the outer envelope has been shown to vary from soures
to soures. For example, Cerniharo et al. (1985) have
found that a shallow density prole, n(r) ∝ r
−1/3
, is ad-
equate to model the density struture of the envelope of
the TaurusAuriga omplex. In this setion, we use a
density prole whih orresponds to n(r) = n0 for r < r0
and n(r) = n0(r0/r)
2
for r > r0. In order to haraterize
the louds, we determine the value of the entral density,
i.e. n0, and the radius of the inner at region, i.e. r0. For
L1517B, we ompare the results obtained using this den-
sity prole with the phenomenologial density law used
in Tafalla et al. (2004).
The observed line proles for N2H
+
and N2D
+ J=1
0, 21, and 32 lines are shown in Figures 3 to 15. In
order to model our data we have found that some ad-
ditional onstraints were neessary. In partiular the
extent of the emission has been found to be a riti-
al parameter to derive physial onditions. Our data
are in most ases related to one single observed posi-
tion (exept for L183 for whih we have a map in sev-
eral transitions). Fortunately, some louds presented
in this setion have been mapped in the J=10 tran-
sitions of N2H
+
by Caselli et al. (2002), Tafalla et al.
(2004), and Crapsi et al. (2005) (In the disussion of the
soures, if not speied, N2H
+
maps refer to data from
Caselli et al. (2002)). For six soures (L63, L43, L1489,
L1498, L1517B, and TMC2) they have reported J=10
integrated intensity versus impat parameter. Thus, we
have heked that the prole of the J=10 integrated in-
tensity provided by our models was onsistent with those
data. For the other louds, similar data ould not be
found in the literature.
The radiative transfer models aim at reproduing our
J=10, 21 and 32 line intensities and the J=10 ra-
dial emission prole. A disussion onerning the as-
sumptions made to model N2D
+
is given in the Appendix
(that deals in partiular with the determination of ol-
lisional rate oeients for the isotopologue of N2H
+
).
Observed positions, entral line intensities and adopted
distanes to the soures are given in Table 1. We re-
port in the same table the J=10 emission half power
radius (noted r). This orresponds to the radius whih
enloses half of the J=10 total intensity whih emerges
of the loud. The onvolution of the emerging line in-
tensities with the telesope beam pattern has been done
taking into aount the harateristis of 30m IRAM
radio telesope (see setion 2) and those of the 14m
FCRAO antenna. For the latter we have used a HPBW
of 54 at 91 GHz and a beam eieny of 0.51. Never-
theless, the error beam size for the FCRAO antenna is
not known but must be taken into aount. In our mod-
eling, we arbitrarily assume a size of 180. As quoted
above, the radial intensity prole enables to onstrain
the way density and abundane vary through the loud.
We stress that the density proles determined in the fol-
lowing setion depend essentially on the observations of
the J=10 line. Hene, an aurate desription of the
radiation pattern of the FCRAO antenna is needed to
obtain the best estimates for the physial parameters of
the louds. We have heked the eet of introduing
dierent error beam sizes for the FCRAO antenna, and
the largest dierenes are obtained when the error beam
is not taken into aount, whih leads to J=10 line in-
tensities 2030% lower for the same physial onditions
and soure struture. This eet ould be ompensated
by inreasing the size of the entral ore, r0, by 510,
dereasing its density, n0, and inreasing the abundane
of N2H
+
in the outer region of the louds.
For some soures, we have inluded infall veloity elds
in order to reprodue the spetral features seen in the
J=21 line. The proles used onsist of a v ∝ r fun-
tion whih orresponds to infalling ores for all soures,
exept for L1517B. Despite the inlusion of these velo-
ity elds, we have observed frequeny osets between the
observations and the models. In table 4, we report the
VLSR determined from our J=10 data, the orretions
to this value for the other lines (VLSR and orretions
are determined by a χ square tting), and the veloity
gradient found in the soures. For all of them, we nd
that the J=21 and J=32 lines have VLSR ∼ 30 m s
−1
larger than the VLSR of the J=10 line. This would be
onsistent with the view of a stati ore with an infalling
envelope as the J=21 and J=32 lines arise from the
densest part of the loud. However, we think that the
eet, 20 and 30 kHz for the J=21 and J=32 lines
respetively, is within the auray of the laboratory fre-
quenies of N2H
+
(see e.g. Amano et al. 2005). Conse-
quently, the range of model parameters is limited by the
laboratory auray in the frequenies.
3.1. Individual ore properties
In this setion, the loud physial parameters (see
Tables 2 and 3), obtained from the modeling of our
data, are disussed. In the following disussion, we
use the notation rD ≡ X(N2D
+
)/X(N2H
+
) to refer to
the isotopologues abundane ratio. This quantity dif-
fers from the olumn density ratio (referred to as R ≡
N(N2D
+
)/N(N2H
+
)) in the ase of three louds (L63,
TMC2 and the two moleular peaks in L183) for whih
rD has been found to hange with radius. R represents
in all ases an averaged value along the line of sight of
the N2H
+
volume density.
For eah loud, the error bars quoted for the physial
parameters are derived by use of a redued χ2. These are
obtained by assuming that the parameters of the models
are independent and thus, it does not aount for the
orrelation among them. Nevertheless, it gives an indi-
ation on the sensitivity of the emerging spetra to the
model's parameters. The same riterion was used for
both N2H
+
and N2D
+
spetra. The unertainty on rD
is then found important due to the lower signal to noise
ratio of the N2D
+
data and this leads to large error bars
for the N2D
+
olumn density (varying from 20% to 100%
depending on the soure) while typially, the N2H
+
ol-
umn density is estimated with an auray of 10-20 %.
3.1.1. L1517B
Modeled lines and observations of the J=10 and J=2
1 transitions of N2H
+
and N2D
+
are shown on gure
3. When omparing the line proles of the two isotopo-
logues, it is important to note the dierenes whih are
introdued by their respetive abundanes, i.e. opai-
ties (see Paper I). We see that the intensity ratio be-
tween the dierent J=10 hyperne omponents are best
reprodued for N2D
+
whih is optially thinner than
N2H
+
. This fat supports the idea that hyperne inten-
sity anomalies are due to radiative eets whih our at
4high opaities. For the J=21 lines of the two isotopo-
logues, we see that the main entral emission omponent
is self absorbed for N2H
+
while it is not for N2D
+
. More-
over, as ommented in Paper I, the line prole seen in the
J=21 line of N2H
+
is harateristi of expanding ows.
A detailed study of L1517B has been reported in
Tafalla et al. (2004) where the struture of the loud is
derived from maps of the NH3 inversion line and 1.2 mm
ontinuum emission. The position we observed orre-
sponds to the N2H
+
peak intensity given by Caselli et al.
(2002), whih is situated at (+15,+15) of the N2H
+
emission peak in the higher resolution map reported by
Tafalla et al. (2004). The latter position is also a max-
imum of the 1.2 mm emission map. In our models we
took into aount the J=10 and J=32 lines reported
by Tafalla et al. (2004) towards the ontinuum peak. On
gure 2, we ompare the J=10 radial integrated inten-
sity of our model to the observational data reported in
the latter study.
To haraterize the veloity struture of L1517B, we in-
trodued a linear outward gradient of 1.4 km s
−1
p
−1
for
radii beyond 20. As pointed out in Paper I, it is rather
diult to onstrain veloity elds from observations of
the J=10 and J=32 lines of N2H
+
, while the larger
opaity of the J=21 line enables a better estimate.
From observations of CS emission lines, Tafalla et al.
(2004) derived a value for the outward gradient of 2 km
s
−1
p
−1
, for radii larger than ∼ 70. Hene, this veloity
eld is onsistent with their observations of the J=10
and J=32 lines of N2H
+
observed towards the entral
position.
On Figure 2, we ompare the J=10 radial intensities
obtained with two types of density proles. The rst is
the one quoted above (labeled (1) in Table 2) and the
seond orresponds to the phenomenologial prole used
by Tafalla et al. (2004) (labeled as (2)). Using the prole
(2), we obtain the same estimate than in the latter study,
i.e. n0 = 2.0 10
5
m
−3
and r0 = 35. Moreover, we see
that with the present observational data, we are rather
insensitive to the exat form of the funtion whih de-
sribes the density variations in the loud, sine the two
density proles give similar results for both line shapes
and the J=10 integrated intensity prole.
Using the two density proles mentioned above, we also
derive dierent estimates for the N2H
+
abundane, i.e.
1.6 10
−10
with (1) and 2.5 10
−10
with (2). In the latter
ase, our estimate is higher by ∼ 70% with respet to
the one obtained by Tafalla et al. (2004), i.e. X(N2H
+
)
= 1.5 10
−10
. The dierene is due to the use of dierent
sets of ollisional rate oeients in eah studies.
We have determined the D/H ratio that allows to re-
produe the J=21 line of N2D
+
for the two density pro-
les. For the density prole (1), we derive R = 0.12
+0.04
−0.03
whih is a fator 2 higher than the estimate of 0.06 ±
0.01 obtained by Crapsi et al. (2005) toward the density
peak position.
Benson & Myers (1989) have estimated a mass of 0.33
M⊙ within a radius of 1.4', whih orresponds to a mean
volume density of n(H2)=6 10
3
m
−3
. For the same ra-
dius, we obtain a mass of 2.5 M⊙. On the other hand,
the analysis of emission maps at 850 µm and 450 µm
(Kirk et al. 2005) lead to an estimate of n(H2) ∼ 45 10
5
m
−3
, in qualitative agreement with the entral density
assessed from our N2H
+
data.
3.1.2. L183
L183 is a well studied objet due to its proximity
(d=110 p). It has a non spherial shape with a north
south axis in the density distribution. Reent stud-
ies point out a omplex hemistry in the loud, with
four main moleular peaks showing harateristis whih
are interpreted as signs of dierent stages of evolution
(Dikens et al. 2000). The N2H
+
maximum of intensity
is situated near the densest part of the loud (moleu-
lar peak C). A seondary maximum situated ∼ 3' to the
north (moleular peak N) is also seen in the N2H
+
in-
tensity map. For this soure, the observed position for
moleular peak C orresponds to the intensity peak as
given by Caselli et al. (2002). It is plaed at (-5,+15)
with respet to the peak position of the higher resolution
maps given by Dikens et al. (2000) and Pagani et al.
(2005).
Figure 4 shows peak C observations and models of the
J=10, 21 and 32 transitions of N2H
+
, and of the
J=32 transition of N2D
+
. Figure 5 shows the J=1
0 and 32 lines of N2H
+
and the J=10, 21 and 32
lines of N2D
+
for peak N. Figures 6 and 7 present maps
of the J=10 and 21 lines of N2D
+
obtained towards
peak C, the latter being obtained with the same data as
in Tiné et al. (2000).
There are a number of studies regarding the dust emis-
sion properties of L183 (e.g. Kirk et al. (2005) at 450 and
850 µm, Juvela et al. (2002), Pagani et al. (2003) at 200
µm and Pagani et al. (2005) at 1.2 mm). From these
studies, it seems that the region of moleular peak C is
assoiated with two ontinuum soures FIR1 (south) and
FIR2 (north) separated by ∼ 1.5'. The region of FIR1
and FIR2 orresponds to the maximum extintion and
minimum temperature in the loud (Juvela et al. 2002).
Also, there might be a gradient of temperature in this
region or hanges in the omposition of the grains sine
FIR1 is deteted at 200 and 450 µm but remains unde-
teted at 850 µm. Moreover, the emission peak FIR2 at
850 µm is shifted to the North ompared to that at 200
and 450 µm (Kirk et al. 2005), while the 1.2 mm peak
position is shifted to the South. It is worth noting that
the maxima of the 1.2 mm and N2H
+
maps reported in
Pagani et al. (2005) do not oinide. From this study, it
appears that the maxima of these two maps are shifted
by ∼ 25 and that the H2 volume density reahes 2 10
6
m
−3
at the position of the 1.2 mm map emission peak.
For simpliity, we have modeled the observations of peak
C assuming that the density enter of our model is at
the position of the N2H
+
emission peak (i.e. oset by
(+5",-15") with respet to the oordinates given in table
1).
For the spetra belonging to peak N, our observations
are o by (+2,-40) with respet to the referene position
given by Dikens et al. (2000). We have assumed in our
models that the density peak is entered at the position
of our observations whih orresponds to the seondary
maximum in the N2H
+
map.
For peak C, in order to t the observed asymmetry in
the J=21 transition, we have inluded a veloity gradi-
ent of ∆v = -0.2 km s−1 p−1. As disussed in Paper I,
this line is sensitive to small veloity gradients, due to
the presene of multiple hyperne omponents in a small
frequeny interval. For peak N, no veloity gradient was
5inluded sine, for this position, the observed lines are
insensitive to suh small veloity elds (the J=21 line
was not observed). It is worth noting that the J=21
transition of N2H
+
obtained towards peak C has a peu-
liar shape that is not observed in any other loud of the
present sample. Hene, the abundane prole obtained
for this soure is unique, among all our models, sine we
nd that the best agreement between models and obser-
vations is obtained by inreasing the abundane at large
radii.
For the two peaks, we obtain similar N2H
+
abun-
danes, but dierent density proles: peak C is more
dense and entrally peaked than peak N. For the former
position, our density estimate is onsistent with that ob-
tained from submm observations, i.e. n(H2) = 10
6
m
−3
(Kirk et al. 2005).
In order to model the N2D
+
map shown in Figures
6 and 7, the relative abundane has been set to rD =
0.43 for radii below r ∼ 0.021 p. For larger radii, the
relative abundane is lowered to 0.05. Note that this de-
rease in abundane is neessary to reprodue the line
shapes as it redues the selfabsorption indued by the
external layers of the loud, in the J=21 main ompo-
nent of N2D
+
. On the ontrary, the main omponent of
the J=21 transition of N2H
+
is strongly selfabsorbed
and is better reprodued by inreasing the N2H
+
abun-
dane at the outermost radii. Sine our model onsiders
spherial geometry while the morphology of the loud is
extended along a NorthSouth axis, we have failed to re-
produe the J=21 transition for the whole map. Hene,
the intensities are well reprodued for delinations be-
tween δ = -20 and +20 but are underestimated along
the NorthSouth axis. Toward the position given in ta-
ble 1, we nd a olumn density ratio R = 0.33
+0.16
−0.11 whih
is similar to the one obtained by Tiné et al. (2000) at a
position oset by ∼ 5" to the north, i.e. R = 0.35. This
value is higher than the one obtained by Crapsi et al.
(2005) at a position oset by (-5",-15"), i.e. R = 0.22
±0.04.
From the observations towards peak N, we obtain val-
ues for the deuterium enrihment of rD = 0.76 for radii
below 5 10
−3
p and 0.05 beyond. Note that the radius
whih enloses the entral Drih region is determined
from a single position analysis. Beause the angular size
of this entral region is intermediate between the HPBW
of the J=10 and 32 lines of N2D
+
, (32 and 10 re-
spetively), the J=32 line is favored ompared to the
J=10 one. In order to better onstrain the variation
of the D/H ratio with radius, observations at dierent
positions are needed. For peak N, we derive a olumn
density ratio of R = 0.15 .
Reently, a similar work based on N2H
+
and N2D
+
observations was arried out by Pagani et al. (2007) for
moleular peak C. This latter study diers from ours in
the loation of the enter of the density prole: it was
set oinident with the maximum of the 1.2 mm map
whih is shifted ∼ 25" to the south ompared to that as-
sumed in the present work. Moreover, the 1D radiative
transfer ode used in Pagani et al. (2007) work treats line
overlap and the onvolution with the telesope beam was
made using an approximation that takes into aount the
north-south extent of the loud. At the position of the 1.2
mm map peak, they found that the temperature ranges
from 7K (from N2H
+
data) to 8K (from N2D
+
data) and
that the maximum H2 density is 3 times higher than that
derived in the present work. Note that the density prole
derived here and the "best model" prole in Pagani et al.
(2007) are similar beyond 30": the latter orresponds to
densities whih are higher by ∼ 25%. The main dier-
ene onerns the N2H
+
abundane prole. Pagani et al.
(2007) have found that X(N2H
+
) drops by a fator 6+13
−3
in the inner 20" region. This derease is interpreted as
depletion and it beomes eient at densites n(H2) =
57 10
5
m
−3
. At our position, we do not see evidene
for suh a strong derease in abundane: the abundane
we nd is ∼ 1.6 time lower below 40" where the den-
sity reah n(H2) = 2 10
5
m
−3
. Given that the soure
strongly departs from spherial geometry, this variation
ould be a onsequene of a misinterpretation of the
real exitation onditions and prevents us to interpret
this result as a sign of depletion. Considering the deu-
terium enrihment, Pagani et al. (2007) nd that at the
1.2 mm map peak, rD varies from 0.7 ±0.12 (inner 6") to
0.05 (beyond 40"), whih is onsistent with the present
ndings.
3.1.3. TMC2
In the present study, we report N2H
+
and N2D
+
obser-
vations for two positions towards TMC2 whih are sepa-
rated by ∼ 40. Figure 8 shows the J=10, 21 and 32
observed lines of N2H
+
, and the J=32 line of N2D
+
for
the entral position. For the (-33,-23) position, N2H
+
J=10 and N2D
+ J=21 lines are shown. Figure 2 shows
the J=10 radial integrated intensity of the model om-
pared to observational data from Caselli et al. (2002).
This soure has been mapped in many moleular
lines (e.g. C
18
O, DCO
+
and H
13
CO
+
by Butner et al.
(1995), H
13
CO
+
by Onishi et al. (2002) and C
18
O by
Onishi et al. (1996)) as well as in 1.2 mm ontinuum
emission by Crapsi et al. (2005). Large sale visual ex-
tintion maps overing the whole region are reported by
Cerniharo et al. (1984, 1985). Contrary to other louds,
N2H
+
and 1.2 mm maps seem to be unorrelated: while
the N2H
+
peak has a bright 1.2 mm emission ounter-
part, there are several maxima in the 1.2 mm map whih
do not orrespond to any N2H
+
peak. In this work, we
derive an average entral volume density of n(H2) ∼ 3.5
10
5
m
−3
, whih is in good agreement with the value of 3
10
5
m
−3
derived from the analysis of the 1.2 mm emis-
sion. However, this value is higher than the estimates
obtained from other moleular speies. The disrep-
any partly arises from a dierent spatial loation of the
moleules (see the map of C
18
O reported by Crapsi et al.
(2005) and the map of H
13
CO
+
of Onishi et al. (2002)).
On the other hand, N2H
+
and NH3 lines (Myers et al.
1979) seem to arise from the same region and an average
volume density of 2.5 10
4
m
−3
was derived from the lat-
ter moleule. Similar values for the average density are
given in Butner et al. (1995), based on C
18
O and DCO
+
lines. Nevertheless, higher density estimates have been
obtained using H
13
CO
+
(Onishi et al. 2002). The map
of this moleule shows that two emission maxima are lo-
ated within the NH3 map orresponding to regions of
average volume density ∼ 10
5
m
−3
.
From NH3 lines, the mass enlosed within a radius of
3.6' has been estimated to be ∼ 16 M⊙, and from C
18
O
lines (Onishi et al. 2002), the mass enlosed within 7.8'
6is estimated to be ∼ 50 M⊙. The density prole given in
table 2 orresponds to enlosed masses of 50 M⊙ and 121
M⊙ for the same radii. We stress that the value adopted
for r0 is the most important parameter to derive the mass
of the loud and, in order to obtain similar values than
those quoted above and using the same entral density,
we would have to adopt a value of r0 ∼ 35. Adopting
suh a small value for r0 does not allow to reprodue the
J=10 radial integrated intensity.
To reprodue the N2D
+
spetra obtained towards the
two positions, we have dereased the abundane ratio by
a fator 7 at radii > 0.024 p. It is worth noting that
a single position analysis enables to reprodue indepen-
dently eah one of the two N2D
+
spetra, assuming a
onstant value for rD. For the entral position, suh an
analysis leads to a ratio of rD ∼ 0.25.
3.1.4. TMC1(NH3)
Figure 9 shows observations of N2H
+
and N2D
+
to-
wards two positions separated by ∼ 35. The referene
position is given in table 1 and the seond position is
loated at (-35,+9). Towards both positions, two ve-
loity omponents are identied in the observations of
the J=10 line of N2H
+
. In order to model the faintest
omponent, we have simply added the ontribution of
two emitting regions. This way of omputing the emerg-
ing spetra is motivated by the fat that the dierene
in the VLSR of the two omponents is larger than the
linewidth: the determined VLSR are 5.98 km s
−1
and
5.68 km s−1, the former being the most intense one.
For both positions, the faintest veloity omponents have
been determined to be similar.
The TMC1 ridge is known to have a omplex veloity
struture with a veloity gradient of ∼ 0.2 km s
−1
, per-
pendiular to the major axis of the ridge (Olano et al.
1988) , and ores at dierent VLSR for the same line
of sight. Partiularly, two omponents at ∼ 5.6 km
s−1 and 6.0 km s−1 have been identied around the
yanopolyyne peak (Tölle et al. 1981). Also, around
the ammonia peak, two possible omponents at VLSR
∼ 5.9 km s−1 and 5.35.4 km s−1 are reported by
Hirahara et al. (1992) from observations of C
34
S tran-
sitions, the latter being identied as a low density ore.
The two VLSR omponents identied in this work are
also seen in SO observations (Lique et al. 2006).
As for the previous soures, we obtain a higher den-
sity estimate than in previous studies based on the emis-
sion from other moleules. See for example the detailed
analysis of the density struture along the TMC1 ridge
reported by Pratap et al. (1997). At the position of the
N2H
+
peak (ammonia referene position), the density is
estimated to be ∼ 10
5
m
−3
from the analysis of several
HC3N lines. Note that the struture of the yanopolyyne
peak has been probed through interferometri observa-
tions (Langer et al. 1995). It has been found that the
ore of the loud onsists of several high density on-
densations (n(H2) ∼ 3 10
5
m
−3
) with diameters rang-
ing from 10 to 30, whih are embedded in a lower
density medium. This result was further onrmed by
Tóth et al. (2004) who analyzed ISOPHOT images.
From the J=21 line of N2D
+
, we derive R ∼ 0.10
+0.09
−0.04
for the ammonia referene position, whih is in good
agreement with the value of 0.08 reported by Tiné et al.
(2000).
3.1.5. L1498
Figure 10 shows the J=10 line of N2H
+
, and the
J=10 and 21 lines of N2D
+
. L1498 is a nearby
moleular loud loated in the Taurus omplex. This
loud has been observed in H2CO (Young et al. 2004),
CS (Tafalla et al. 2004) and N2H
+
(Tafalla et al. 2004;
Shirley et al. 2005) and its physial properties have
been derived from ISOPHOT observations (Langer et al.
2001) and millimeter observations (Shirley et al. 2005).
As for L1517B, a detailed study of L1498 has been done
by Tafalla et al. (2004), and we have used this work as a
starting point for our models. The position we observed
in this soure is at (+10,0) of the 1.2 mm emission peak.
In our model, we have assumed that the enter of the den-
sity prole orresponds to the ontinuum peak. Figure 2
shows the J=10 radial integrated intensity ompared to
the observational data reported by Tafalla et al. (2004).
As noted in that study, a derease of the abundane in
the outer envelope is needed to reprodue the J=10 ra-
dial intensity prole. Otherwise, the intensity would be
overestimated at large radii.
The values we have derived for the density and for
the N2H
+
abundane are onsistent with those found
by Tafalla et al. (2004). As for L1517B, we derive a
higher abundane than in the latter study (X(N2H
+
)=
2.5 10
−10
ompared to 1.7 10
−10
). This is related to
the use of dierent ollisional rate oeients and den-
sity proles in eah study. Moreover, we derive the same
entral density, but with a smaller value for r0 due to
the dierent analytial expressions of the density prole.
Nevertheless, the entral density reported in this work
is higher than what is usually found for this loud. For
example, Shirley et al. (2005) reported a density ∼ 13
10
4
m
−3
from ontinuum observations at 350 µm, 850
µm and 1.2 mm.
The value we have found for the olumn density ratio,
i.e. R = 0.07
+0.03
−0.03, is larger by a fator two than the one
reported by Crapsi et al. (2005) at the same position.
3.1.6. L63
Figure 11 presents the J=10, 21 and 32 lines of
N2H
+
and the J=10 and 32 lines of N2D
+
. Figure 12
shows a 5 points map of the J=10 transition of N2D
+
(the referene position is given in table 1). Figure 2 om-
pares the J=10 radial integrated intensity of the model
to observational data reported by Caselli et al. (2002).
In order to simultaneously reprodue the J=10 and
32 lines of N2D
+
, a step in the isotopologues abun-
dane ratio has been introdued, this ratio varying from
∼ 0.6
+0.5
−0.3 in the inner 10 to ∼ 0.25
+0.16
−0.02 at greater radii.
Note that the extent of the enrihed region favors the
intensity in the J=32 line ompared to the J=10 line
(see disussion of L183).
L63 has been mapped in NH3 (Benson & Myers 1989) ,
N2H
+
and CO (Snell 1981) as well as at 800 µm and 1.3
mm ontinuum emission (WardThompson et al. 1994,
1999). The intensity peak of both the ontinuum emis-
sion and N2H
+
maps are found at the same position.
The entral density and break radius obtained in this
work (n0 = 7.2 10
5
m
−3
, r0 = 0.018 p) are in exel-
lent agreement with the orresponding values derived by
WardThompson et al. (1999) from the analysis of 1.3
mm emission (n0 = 7.9 10
5
m
−3
, r0 = 0.017 p). In
7omparison to the results derived by Benson & Myers
(1989) from NH3 observations, the prole determined in
this work orresponds to a more massive loud (within
2.4', 8 M⊙ from NH3 ompared to 16.5 M⊙ from N2H
+
).
Suh a disrepany seems to be present all soures we
have modeled.
For this soure, we have introdued a radial variation
of the temperature, going from 8 K in the inner part to 15
K in the outer envelope. This is onsistent with previous
works where the temperature has been estimated to be
8 K in the inner 40 (ontinuum, WardThompson et al.
(1994)), 9.7 K inside 2.4' (NH3, Benson & Myers (1989)),
and 15 K within 8' (CO, Snell (1981)). Suh an inrease
of the temperature in the outer regions of louds is ex-
peted due to heating of the gas and dust by the inter-
stellar radiation eld.
3.1.7. L43
Figure 13 shows the J=10, 21 and 32 lines of N2H
+
and the J=32 line of N2D
+
, and Figure 2 presents
the J=10 radial integrated intensity from the model
ompared to the observations reported by Caselli et al.
(2002).
The dense ore of L43 is omposed of one main onden-
sation with a lamentary extent at the SouthEast. This
ore is assoiated with the Ttauri star RNO91 loated
1.5' West. As pointed out by WardThompson et al.
(1999), the initial loud might be forming multiple stars,
RNO91 being the rst to have appeared. From 1.3
mm ontinuum emission, WardThompson et al. (1999)
found an average entral volume density of ∼ 2 10
6
m
−3
within a radius of r0=0.018 p, at whih a steeper slope
is reahed. The density prole we have determined is less
entrally peaked (i.e r0 = 0.022 p, n0 = 9.2 10
5
m
−3
)
but leads to the same estimate of the enlosed mass in
the loud: we obtain masses of 1.1 and 8.2 M⊙ within,
respetively, 22 and 51. This latter radius orresponds
to the geometri average of the FWHM major and minor
axis quoted by WardThompson et al. (1999) at a dis-
tane of 160 p. Our results are in exellent agreement
with the estimations of 1.2 and 8.2 M⊙ of the latter work.
3.1.8. L1489
Figure 14 presents the J=10, 21 and 32 lines of
N2H
+
and the J=32 line of N2D
+
. Figure 2 shows the
J=10 radial integrated intensity ompared to observa-
tional data obtained by Caselli et al. (2002). Our obser-
vation of the J=10 line shows asymmetrial line wings
with an enhaned red wing that we failed to reprodue
in our models. Thus, the integrated intensity shown on
Figure 2 is underestimated in the model by omparison
to observational data.
This soure belongs to the Taurus omplex and is as-
soiated with the low mass YSO, IRAS 04016+2610 sit-
uated ∼ 1.2' to the West. The NH3 map shows one main
ondensation of radius ∼ 0.07 p with a peak intensity
shifted ∼ 1' North of the N2H
+
peak. Benson & Myers
(1989) estimated the temperature to be 9.510 K and the
main ondensation mass to be around 1.62.1 M⊙, whih
is lower than our estimate of 6.5 M⊙. On the other hand,
observations of HCO
+
lines performed by Onishi et al.
(2002) have shown that two ondensations are lying in
the NH3 emitting region. These lumps have a low spa-
tial extent (r = 0.018 and 0.016 p ) and orrespond to
dense ores with masses ∼ 1 M⊙.
3.1.9. L1251C
Figure 15 shows the J=10, 21 and 32 lines of N2H
+
and the J=32 line of N2D
+
.
L1251C is a dense ore belonging to a region of ative
stellar formation in the Cepheus omplex. Large sale
studies of this region are reported for
13
CO and C
18
O by
Sato et al. (1992) and for NH3 by Tóth et al. (1996). As
for the other louds, we have determined a higher density
from our N2H
+
data ompared to that obtained from
analysis based on other moleular speies. This results in
a larger mass estimate for the loud. In previous studies,
masses of 5 M⊙ within 62 (Tóth et al. 1996) and 56 M⊙
within 300 (Sato et al. 1992) have been obtained. In this
work, we derive masses of 13 and 87 M⊙ respetively.
3.2. Disussion
For all soures where the J=10 line of N2D
+
was ob-
served, we have been able to obtain models whih re-
produe the observed hyperne intensity ratios. On the
other hand, it is often more diult to obtain suh a
good agreement when trying to model the J=10 hy-
perne line intensities of N2H
+
. For this moleule, a
number of studies have reported intensity anomalies for
the J=10 hyperne transitions (see e.g. Caselli et al.
1995). Between the two isotopologues, the main dier-
ene is due to optial thikness. Indeed, when omparing
the observations of the J=21 lines of N2H
+
and N2D
+
,
we see that, for most soures, we observe self absorption
features in the J=21 main entral omponent of N2H
+
while not for N2D
+
. Thus, this fat supports the idea
that hyperne intensity anomalies are due to radiative
eets suh as sattering in the low density regions of
the louds. Hene, the lower opaity of the J=10 line
of N2D
+
ompared to N2H
+
explains why suh intensity
anomalies are not observed for the deuterated isotopo-
logue.
For most soures, we nd a better agreement between
models and observations using a N2H
+
abundane whih
varies with radius. The N2H
+
abundane is enhaned
in the entral region in all models, exept for L1517B
and for moleular peak C in L183. For L183, the best
agreement with observations is found by introduing an
inrease of the N2H
+
abundane in the outer envelope.
This ould indiate a real trend for this soure but, on
the other hand, it must be onrmed with a more preise
desription of the morphology of the loud, as previously
disussed. Note that these two louds are the less mas-
sive in our sample (see table 1). For all the other louds
for whih we have obtained enlosed masses greater than
5 M⊙ within 2', the N2H
+
abundane dereases in the
outermost regions. These dierent types of abundane
proles were already notied for some louds in our sam-
ple (see set. 3) and this reets the speiity of the
hemistry in eah soure.
Compared to previous studies, we have derived lower
N2H
+
abundanes despite the fat that the ollisional
rates used in the present work are lower than the rates
of HCO
+
 H2 urrently used to interpret N2H
+
spe-
tra. Models with high density and low abundane are
the best to reprodue the J=21 line whih suers from
selfabsorption. Moreover, in the sample of louds we
8studied, we nd a weak departure in the abundanes (less
than a fator of 2) to the average N2H
+
abundane of 1.5
10
−10
. Note that for the same sample of louds, the av-
erage value for the abundane reported in Caselli et al.
(2002) is 4 10
−10
. In all these louds, a derease of the
temperature in the inner region below 10 K enables to re-
produe best the observations sine it inreases the opa-
ity of the J=10 line. On the other hand, an inrease
of the temperature with radius allows to minimize self
absorption eets in the J=21 line.
In our sample, several louds have already been ana-
lyzed using ontinuum observations (L63, L43, TMC2,
L183, L1498 and L1489). These studies lead to esti-
mates for the mean volume density whih are in good
agreement with those derived in this work. Nevertheless,
when using other moleules, the dierenes in density
estimates are more important. Part of the disrepanies
may arise from the dierent spatial distribution within
the louds of eah moleule. Some of them, suh as CO
or CS, are known to undergo depletion in the highest
density regions and an analysis whih assumes a uniform
density would lead to a lower value for the loud den-
sity. For the studies based on NH3, the dierenes are
yet unlear sine both moleules seem to be present in
the same regions of the louds, as shown by the orre-
sponding emission maps. For the omparison with the
estimates done in Benson & Myers (1989), a soure of
disrepany ould be the larger HPBW (∼ 80") of the
Haystak antenna used in the latter work. Another possi-
bility explaining the lower density estimates derived from
NH3 lines may ome from the low ritial densities of
the (J,K)=(1,1) and (2,2) inversion lines, i.e. nc ∼ 10
4
m
−3
. Sine for the densities of the inner regions of the
dense ores, these lines are thermalized, an aurate de-
termination of the kineti temperature and NH3 olumn
density is still possible while the lines are rather insen-
sitive to the density. Moreover, the densities estimated
from N2H
+
and millimeter ontinuum observations lead
to NH3 line intensities onsistent with the observations
(see e.g. Tafalla et al. 2004). This points out the low
sensitivity of the NH3 inversion lines to dense gas, and
the diulty to assess the dense ore gas density uniquely
from NH3 observations. Finally, we obtain that the mass
derived for the louds are in general in good agreement
with the estimates obtained from mm or submm emis-
sion analysis and higher than the mass derived from the
observations of other moleular speies.
Note, that the rate oeients used in this work
are alulated for ollisions with He. As disussed in
Monteiro (1985) for the ase of HCO
+
(isoeletroni of
N2H
+
), the larger polarizability of H2 ompared to He
indues strong variations in the orresponding potential
energy surfaes. It entails that the ross setions ob-
tained for HCO
+
H2 are greater by a fator 23 om-
pared to the HCO
+
He ones. In the present work, the
ollisional rate oeients are orreted for the dierene
in the redued masses of H2 and He in the Boltzmann
average. This is a rude approximation whih assumes
that ross setions for ollisions with He and H2 are sim-
ilar. Thus, we expet to obtain signiant dierenes, by
analogy with the HCO
+
ase, for the ollisional rates of
N2H
+
with H2. Therefore, the results obtained have to
be regarded with aution and the error on the density
and abundane estimates ould be as large as a fator 2.
The models presented for L1517B and L1498 an serve
as a benhmark for the typial variations that we expet
using dierent ollisional rate oeients. Compared to
the abundanes reported in Tafalla et al. (2004), the val-
ues we have derived in this work are within 5070%.
From N2D
+
lines, we have derived values for the D/H
enrihment in eah loud whih are in reasonable agree-
ment with previous determinations, despite the fat that
the methods used are often dierent. In addition, for
three of the studied louds (L63, TMC2 and the two ores
in L183), we nd that the D/H ratio takes high values
(0.50.7) in the inner part of the loud and dereases in
the lower density outer regions. Suh harateristis are
expeted from theoretial models whih ouple the dy-
namis and hemistry of moleular louds (Aikawa et al.
2005; Roberts et al. 2003). Moreover, these models pre-
dit that a quantitative determination of the deuterium
enrihment ould probe the evolutionary stage of the ol-
lapse.
4. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
The present analysis of the line proles of N2H
+
and
N2D
+
has allowed to derive the prole and temperature
dependenes together with the overall deuterium fra-
tionation ratio in the various seleted prestellar ores.
Looking at table 3, one may notie that the dedued to-
tal olumn density of N2H
+
varies within a fator of 2
whereas the deuterated ounterpart abundane may vary
by fators larger than 6, whih leads to frationation val-
ues between 0.07 and 0.5.
A detailed hemial disussion on the deuterium fra-
tionation derived from the present observations is be-
yond the sope of the present paper and we only want
to derive some general trends from the observations.
The presene of moleular ions in interstellar envi-
ronments is readily explained by a suession of ion
moleule reations initiated by osmi ray (CR) ion-
ization of moleular hydrogen : H2 + CR → H
+
2 ; H2
+ H
+
2 → H
+
3 + H. The H
+
3 moleular ion is an ef-
ient proton donor and reats with saturated stable
moleules suh as CO, N2, HD to produe HCO
+
, N2H
+
,
H2D
+
. Deuterium enhanement follows when the tem-
perature is low enough so that H
+
3 + HD deuterium ex-
hange reation may proeed on the exothermi path-
way as rst proposed by Watson (1974). The H2D
+
thus produed an further transfer its deuteron to the
same neutral moleules, produing DCO
+
, N2D
+
, at
a rate 3 times smaller than in the reation involving
H
+
3 , as 2/3 of the reation rate oeient will lead
also to HCO
+
and N2H
+
, if statistial arguments may
apply. In the reation of H2D
+
with HD, D2H
+
is
formed, and a further reation with HD then leads to
the ompletely deuterated ion D
+
3 . These proesses have
reeived attention both in astrophysis (Roue et al.
2000; Roberts & Millar 2000; Roberts et al. 2003;
Flower et al. 2004), and in hemial physis stud-
ies (Gerlih et al. 2002; Gerlih & Shlemmer 2002).
Ramanlal & Tennyson (2004) have summarized the
exothermiities involved in the possible reations involv-
ing deuterated substitutes of H
+
3 and H2, whih are typ-
ially between 150K and 220K. Temperatures as those
derived in Setion 3 are thus low enough to inhibit the o-
urrene of the orresponding reverse reations and suit-
able for deuterium enhanement to our. The onrmed
9detetions of H2D
+
in the pre-stellar ore LDN 1544
(Caselli et al. 2003; Vastel et al. 2006), as well as the
reent detetion of D2H
+
in LDN 1689N (Vastel et al.
2004) , have provided strong observational support for
this theory. It is important to notie that the isotopo-
logue ions thus formed (N2H
+
, N2D
+
on the one hand,
HCO
+
, DCO
+
on the other hand) are then destroyed by
the same hemial reations, i.e., dissoiative reombina-
tion, reations with the other abundant neutral speies,
possible harge transfer reations with metals, reombi-
nation on grains, ... In the absene of spei measure-
ments, one assumes that the rate oeients involving
hydrogenated and deuterated moleular ions are equal.
The steady state frationation ratios N2D
+
/ N2H
+
,
DCO
+
/ HCO
+
are then diretly equal to the ratio of
the formation probabilities of N2H
+
and N2D
+
on the
one hand and HCO
+
and DCO
+
on the other hand.
In the ase of N2H
+
, the main formation route is usu-
ally N2 + H
+
3 , whereas for N2D
+
, the formation hannels
involve N2 + H2D
+
, N2 + D2H
+
and N2 + D
+
3 . N2H
+
may also be produed via N2 + H2D
+
and N2 + D2H
+
if
these ions beome abundant. At steady state, the abun-
dane ratio is given by :
X(N2D
+)
X(N2H
+)
=
X(H2D
+) + 2X(HD+2 ) + 3X(D
+
3 )
X(HD+2 ) + 2X(H2D
+) + 3X(H+3 )
(1)
where X(x) represents the abundane or the frational
abundane of a partiular speies x. This relation holds
if the overall reation rate oeients of N2 with the
various deuterated isotopologues of H
+
3 are equal and if
statistial equilibrium determines the branhing ratios.
High frationation ratios suh as those found in
the studied environments are then diretly orrelated
to high deuteration frations of the deuterated H
+
3
ions whih an our in highly depleted environments
(Roberts et al. 2004; Walmsley et al. 2004; Flower et al.
2004; Roue et al. 2005). In addition to these reations,
N2D
+
(DCO
+
) may also be formed in the deuteron ex-
hange reation between D atoms and N2H
+
(HCO
+
).
Density and temperatures are derived from the anal-
ysis of the line proles as shown in Table 2. The de-
dued frational abundanes of N2H
+
, whih are of the
order of 10
−10
ompared to H2, imply a rst onstraint
on the depletions, i.e. the available abundanes of the
elements in the gas phase. The deuterium frationation
ratio brings an additional limit on these values and also
on other physial parameters suh as the osmi ray ion-
ization rate (ζ) whih is diretly related to the ionization
fration.
Steady state model alulations allow to span rapidly
the parameters spae and to obtain the main phys-
ial and hemial harateristis of the environment.
We have used an updated hemial model desribed in
Roue et al. (2005), where we inlude multiple deuter-
ated speies ontaining up to 5 deuterium atoms (CD
+
5 )
and the most reent hemial reation rate oeients.
The gas phase hemial network inludes 210 speies on-
taining H, D, He, C, N, O, S and a typial metal un-
dergoing harge transfer reations whih are onneted
through about 3000 hemial reations. Partiular are
is paid to dissoiative reombination branhing ratios
5
5
In the urrent hemial analysis, the branhing ratios of dis-
whih modify onsiderably the hemial omposition of
the gas. We mimi the various mehanisms involved
in gas-grain interations (aretion, thermal desorption,
osmi-ray indued desorption, et ...) by introduing a
dependene of the available gas phase elemental abun-
danes with density. The variation laws assumed for the
gas phase elemental abundanes with density are arbi-
trary and aount for the derease of gas phase atomi
arbon, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur with inreasing den-
sity. The assumed laws are:
nC/nH =1.40 10
−4
[
1− exp
(
−4 104/nH
)]
nN/nH =7.94 10
−5
[
1− exp
(
−3 104/nH
)]
nO/nH =3.50 10
−4
[
1− exp
(
−4 104/nH
)]
nS/nH =1.85 10
−5
[
1− exp
(
−4 104/nH
)]
where nx stands for the elemental volume density of
speies x. At low densities, the values orrespond to the
abundanes observed in diuse and transluent environ-
ments. The arbon to oxygen ratio is xed throughout
the density variations. For H2 densities in the range be-
tween 10
5
and 10
6
m
−3
, the elemental abundanes of
C, N, O and S are in the range of several 10
−5
- 10
−6
,
orresponding to depletions of 10 - 100.
We solve the harge balane on the grains and allow
the atomi ions to neutralize on the mostly negatively
harged grains. These proesses are important for the
overall ionization fration of the gas and lead to very low
ionization fration of the order of 10
−9
for densities larger
than 10
5
m
−3
. Suh low values are ompatible with
the derived value by Caselli et al. (2002b) from observed
deuterium frationation in dense ores. We show in Fig.
16, both the frational abundane of N2H
+
in units of
10
−10
and the N2D
+
/ N2H
+
ratio for densities ranging
from 10
4
to 10
6
m
−3
and a temperature of 10K. Two
ζ values are used to probe the role of this important
physial parameter.
We see that the obtained results span very niely the
values derived from the observations. To model the
N2H
+
emission, it has been assumed that the density
struture was onsisting on a power law. We thus derived
that observed spetra were onsistent with an inrease
of the temperature with radius, and that, depending on
the soure, the N2H
+
abundane was whether onstant
or dereasing outward. Considering the two ζ values as-
sumed we nd that the trend derived from the modeling
is qualitatively reprodued with ζ = 1 10−17 s−1. On the
other hand, for a higher ζ value, the abundane would
tend to inrease with radius.
The models done in setion 3 show that the
N2D
+
/N2H
+
ratio ould reah values as high as 0.5 in
soiative reombination of N2H
+
are taken from Geppert et al.
(2004). During the revision of the manusript, it has been brought
to our attention that in in a reent experiment, Molek et al. (2007)
have reanalysed these branhing ratios and obtained a major han-
nel of reation towards N2, opposite to what Geppert et al. (2004)
had found with the storage ring experiment. For some test ases,
we have introdued these new branhing ratios, by keeping the
same value of the total destrution rate of N2H
+
and N2D
+
and
we have found that the frational abundanes of N2H
+
, N2D
+
as
well as the frationation ratio remain very similar to the one dis-
played on gure 16. However, substantial hanges are found for
hydrogenated nitrogen moleules and their isotopologues suh as
NH, NH2, ...
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the innermost regions of the louds. Figure 16 shows that
hemistry predit a N2D
+
/N2H
+
ratio greater than 0.1
for densities higher than 23 105 m−3, with maximum
values of 0.20.3. While the maximum values derived
from the hemial modeling and from observations are
within a fator 2, the trend derived for the ratio, in both
ases, are in good agreement. Atually, for four soures
(L63, TMC2, and the two dense ores of L183), we ob-
tained from observations that the ratio should derease
rapidly with density, a trend reprodued in the hemial
modeling.
Note that both absolute abundanes and abundanes
ratio have been found to be sensitive to the adopted
depletion law. In ontrast, Figure 16 shows that the
N2D
+
/N2H
+
ratio is rather insensitive to variations of
the temperature or osmi ray onstant, while the N2H
+
and N2D
+
absolute abundanes are strongly hanged.
We onsider here only gas phase proesses so that the
role of indued desorption by osmi rays is assumed to
be onstant within the variation by a fator of 5 of the
osmi ray ionization rate value. A variation of ζ hanges
both the abundanes of H
+
3 isotopologues and of the ele-
trons, whih are involved respetively in the main N2H
+
and N2D
+
formation and destrution routes. The larger
eieny of formation from H
+
3 isotopologues entails that
the absolute abundanes inrease with ζ. Moreover, the
similarity of the formation and destrution hannels of
N2H
+
and N2D
+
lead to nearly equal variations, both
with the temperature and ζ, whih explains why the iso-
topologues abundanes ratio remain idential. Finally,
we point out that the N2D
+
/N2H
+
ratio ould serve as
a probe of the way the C,N,O and S ontaining speies
deplete onto grains, sine other parameters suh as tem-
perature and the osmi ray ionization rate just inuene
the isotopologues absolute abundanes similarly.
Figure 16 shows the N2D
+
/N2H
+
ratio derived from
the full hemial network in omparison to the ratio ex-
peted from statistial onsiderations (i.e. equation 1).
We nd a reasonable agreement between the two ratio,
the largest dierenes (for T = 15K and ζ = 5 10−17
s
−1
) being of the order of 60%. The largest values in
the full modeling are due to an inreased N2D
+
forma-
tion through the deuterium exhange reation between
D atoms and N2H
+
. For some spei onditions, this
formation route is found eient.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived estimates of the temperature, den-
sity, N2H
+
and N2D
+
abundanes in a sample of old
dark louds, by using a radiative transfer modeling whih
enables to interpret the hyperne transitions of these
moleules. The main onlusions are :
1. Compared to previous studies onsidering N2H
+
,
we generally derive higher densities due to the in-
lusion in the models of the J=21 line. For the
onditions prevailing in dark louds, i.e. TK ∼ 10
K, this line is the optially thikest and, in order
to prevent strong self absorption eets whih are
generally not observed, models with high density
and low abundane are preferred. Moreover, an
outward inrease of the temperature enables to re-
due the self absorption in this line.
2. In order to reprodue the J=10 hyperne transi-
tions, the total opaity of this line has to be larger
than τ ∼ 10. A way to inrease the opaity and
to still reprodue the other rotational lines is to
derease the temperature in the inner ore below
T = 10 K. For most soures, we enounter a good
agreement with a temperature around T = 8 K in
the entral region of the louds.
3. We analyzed the density struture of the louds
and we took into aount previous studies where
the J=10 integrated intensity, as a funtion of the
position on the loud, were reported. The entral
average densities and the radii of the inner at re-
gions, derived using N2H
+
, are in good agreement
with the equivalent parameters obtained from sub
mm and mm ontinuum observations. Compared
to other studies based on other moleular speies, it
seems that N2H
+
is the only one whih allows suh
a good agreement, sine other moleules provide
systematially lower H2 volume densities. For most
moleules, it still might be possible to oniliate
these estimates by introduing the radial depen-
dene in the moleular abundanes whih are pre-
dited by theoretial studies of dark louds hem-
istry.
4. We derive X(N2D
+
)/X(N2H
+
) whih are in qual-
itatively good agreement with previous studies.
Moreover, for two of the studied louds (TMC2 and
L183 ) where we have observed various positions in
the loud, we nd that the observed spetra are
best reprodued when inreasing the D/H ratio in
the inner dense regions. We note that for these 2
objets a single position analysis lead to the deriva-
tion of a onstant ratio throughout the loud, whih
was smaller than the entral value obtained in the
multi position analysis. Thus, for the other objets,
the ratio we have derived has to be onsidered as
an average value and a entral enhanement of the
D/H ratio annot be ruled out.
Considering studies that deal with the hemi-
al evolution of protostellar louds, our results
are in qualitative and quantitative agreement
with the expeted trend of the two isotopologues
(Aikawa et al. 2005). Reently, the importane of
the multideuterated speies of H
+
3 in the hemial
network was pointed out by Roberts et al. (2003)
in order to explain the high deuterium fration-
ation observed in moleular louds. This work
shows that for various moleular speies we should
observe D/H ratios approahing unity. Moreover,
they show that the deuterium frationation is par-
tiularly eient in the ase of N2H
+
. A detailed
time dependent study onsidering both dynamis
and hemistry was reported in Aikawa et al. (2005)
for the stages prior to star formation. It onrms
that deuterium frationation an reah high values
for N2H
+
and that the abundane ratio takes larger
values in the innermost regions of the louds. From
this latter study, it appears that the frationation
is expeted to inrease with time when the entral
density of the inner region inreases. Thus, the
determination of the deuterium enrihment ould
serve as a tool to probe the stage of evolution prior
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to the formation of protostars.
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Appendix: Radiative Transfer Models for N2D
+
The rotational and hyperne oupling onstants for
N2D
+
are taken from Dore et al. (2004). We have used
the dipole moment of N2H
+
, i.e. µ = 3.4 D, to derive
the line strengths of the N2D
+
hyperne lines, aording
to equation (2) of Paper I. For the hyperne ollisional
rate oeients, we have used the deexitation rates of
N2H
+
olliding with He (Daniel et al. 2005) and applied
the detailed balane relationships to derive the exitation
rate oeients (see below).
Figure 17 shows the exitation temperatures, opaities
and brightness temperatures of the J=10, 21 and 32
transitions of N2H
+
and N2D
+
obtained under the LVG
approximation. The olumn density is the same for both
speies and equal to 10
12
m
−2
/ (km s
−1
p
−1
). In order
to derive the rotational line opaities we have to take into
aount the hyperne struture (see Paper I). Exitation
temperatures are obtained aording to equation (7) of
Paper I.
The dierene in the exitation proesses for the two
isotopologues is a onsequene of their spei rota-
tional energy struture, and hene, dierent frequenies
and Einstein oeients for the rotational lines. For
N2D
+
, the frequenies of the rotational transitions are
lower than those of the main isotopologue by a fator
B(N2H
+
)/B(N2D
+
) = 1.21. Consequently, the Einstein
oeients are lower for N2D
+
by a fator 1.8, whih re-
sults in lower ritial densities if we assume that the de
exitation rate oeients are idential for both speies.
This latter assumption has been heked by omparing
the rotational rate oeients of N2H
+
and N2D
+
ol-
liding with He (see table 5). The N2D
+
rate oeients
have been omputed by the MOLSCAT
6
ode using the
potential energy surfae given by Daniel et al. (2004).
The redued mass of the olliding system has been mod-
ied with respet to the N2H
+
alulations. However, we
have assumed that the mass enter for both isotopologues
were the same (this enables a straightforward determina-
tion of rate oeients for the deuterated speies). The
results are given in Table 5. We an see that for temper-
atures ranging from 10 to 30 K, the dierenes between
the rotational deexitation rate oeients of the two
isotopologues are < 20%. However, upwards rate oe-
ients are obtained from detailed balane and they will
be dierent for both isotopologues, being larger for the
6
J. M. Hutson and S. Green, MOLSCAT omputer ode, version
14 (1994), distributed by Collaborative Computational Projet No.
6 of the Engineering and Physial Sienes Researh Counil (UK).
deuterated speies. The dierene is small, of the order
of 1020%, for ∆J=+1 transitions, but beomes as large
as a fator 4 for higher ∆J . The lower Einstein A o-
eients and higher upwards rate oeients for N2D
+
with respet to N2H
+
allow the highJ rotational lev-
els to be more eiently populated for the deuterated
speies. Hene, the eet introdued by the dierent
rotational onstants has to be taken into aount when
omputing the level population for both isotopologues.
Figure 17 shows that for idential olumn densities (10
12
m
−2
) the J=10 and 32 lines of N2D
+
have, respe-
tively, lower and higher opaities than those of N2H
+
.
This behavior applies to the whole range of densities ex-
plored in our alulations. Nevertheless, the hange in
the ritial density is only apparent for the J=10 line
(see Tex panel of Figure 17). The eet is less evident for
the other transitions beause rotational exitation tem-
peratures are obtained from the average of the individual
hyperne Tex (.f. Paper I).
The expeted variation of ritial densities is more ob-
vious when onsidering HCO
+
, H
13
CO
+
and DCO
+
.
Figure 17 (right panels) shows that the opaities for
eah transition vary similarly than N2H
+
. More-
over, on the Tex panel of Figure 17 we see that the
ritial densities are lower for DCO
+
and H
13
CO
+
than for the main isotopologue. It is worth noting
that the intensity ratios TB(DCO
+
)/TB(HCO
+
) and
TB(N2D
+
)/TB(N2H
+
), depend on the volume density
for 10
4 < n(H2) < 10
6
m
−3
(see bottom panels of Fig-
ure 17). This behavior is found even for higher olumn
densities. If the olumn densities for the deuterated and
main speies are not the same, then the plots in the bot-
tom panels of Figure 17 should be saled by the assumed
olumn density ratio.
The eet disussed above for singly deuterated lin-
ear moleules ould be even more important for multiply
deuterated speies. In order to evaluate qualitatively this
eet we have onsidered the exitation of two asymmet-
ri top moleules, oH2CO and pD2CO (note that the
quantum numbers for orthoformaldeyde and its dou-
bly paradeuterated isotopoloque are the same). Fig-
ure 18 shows the exitation temperature in the optially
thin ase (olumn density of 10
12
m
−2
for both isotopo-
logues) of dierent rotational transitions of these speies
as well as the orresponding line intensity ratios. The
dierene in the Einstein oeients for pD2CO and o
H2CO, and the larger upwards exitation rates for the
former, produe an important variation in the exitation
onditions of these two moleules. The line intensity ra-
tio varies from 1.7 for the transition 212-111 to 3.4 for
the 414-313 one. We stress that this dierene in the ex-
itation onditions will translate into dierent emitting
volumes for eah speies. Hene, the determination of
the deuteration degree an not be diretly related to the
olumn density ratios of the main and deuterated iso-
topologues. The loud density and temperature stru-
ture has to be used, together with non-loal radiative
transfer odes, in order to derive from observations the
deuteration degree through the loud.
The eet will be even more important for triply
deuterated speies like CD3OH or CD3CN for whih the
rotational onstant A will hange by a fator ≃2.0 and
B and C by a fator ≃1.5 (see e.g. Walsh et al. 1998).
Thus, the energies of the CD3OH levels are lower by a
12
fator ≃ 2 ompared to CH3OH. Hene, from detailed
balane relationships, upward ollisional rates will be
found very dierent for both isotopologues. The global
eet in the determination of the deuteration enrihment
will also depend on the soure physial struture. While
the high observed beam averaged abundane ratios for
CH3OH and its doubly and triply deuterated isotopo-
logues an not be ruled out by these exitation eets (see
e.g. Parise et al. 2002, 2004), an exat determination of
these ratios should take into aount the dierent loud
emitting volumes for these speies. The impliation for
hemial models is obvious sine a diret omparison of
the derived olumn densities will always produe higher
deuteration fators than the real ones. Thus, detailed ra-
diative transfer models have to be arried out to derive
orret values for the deuteration enrihment.
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Soure α(J2000) δ(J2000) I(K km s−1) r(p) D(p)
L1489 04 04 49.0 26 18 42 1.8 0.039 140
L1498 04 10 51.4 25 09 58 1.5 0.051 140
TMC2 04 32 46.8 24 25 35 2.5 0.061 140
TMC1(NH3)
1
04 41 21.3 25 48 07 2.3 0.040 140
L1517B 04 55 18.8 30 38 04 1.4 0.050 140
L183(C) 15 54 08.7 -02 52 07 2.5 0.045 110
L183(N) 15 54 09.2 -02 49 39 1.8 0.045 110
L43 16 34 35.0 -15 46 36 3.4 0.059 160
L63 16 50 15.5 -18 06 26 2.0 0.057 160
L1251C 22 35 53.6 75 18 55 1.7 0.069 200
TABLE 1
Right asension and delination of the observed soures, assumed distane (D), integrated intensity of the J=10 line
(I) and half power radius of the models (r), as obtained by onvolution with the FCRAO antenna beam, for
omparison with the observed values given in Caselli et al. (2002).
1
For this soure, the half power radius and the entral intensity are alulated onsidering only the main emission
omponent.
1
4
Soure r0["℄ n0/10
5
[m
−3
℄ r1["℄ T1[K℄ X1/10
−10
r2["℄ T2[K℄ X2/10
−10
r3["℄ T3[K℄ X3/10
−10
L1251C 29
+1
−3
5.6
+0.1
−0.5
21 7
+0.2
−0.4
1.5
+0.1
−0.3
150 10
+1.1
−2.3
0.2
+0.1
−0.1
... .. ...
L43 29
+1
−1
9.2
+0.4
−0.3
30 8
+0.3
−0.9
0.8
+0.1
−0.1
60 11
+1.8
−2.0
0.4
+0.1
−0.1
150 14
+8
−3
0.3
+0.1
−0.1
TMC2 60
+4
−3
3.5
+0.1
−0.1
40 8
+0.2
−0.6
1.1
+0.1
−0.2
200 10
+1.8
−1.4
0.2
+0.1
−0.1
... ... ...
L63 23
+1
−1
7.2
+0.4
−0.5
20 8
+0.3
−0.6
1.4
+0.1
−0.3
45 8
+0.8
−2.0
0.4
+0.1
−0.1
150 15
+7
−4
0.4
+0.2
−0.2
L1489 24
+1
−1
5.8
+0.3
−0.4
35 8
+0.6
−0.7
0.8
+0.1
−0.2
65 9
+2.8
−1.6
0.8
+0.4
−0.1
100 ? 0.1
+0.2
−0.1
L1498 70
+7
−5
0.94
+0.03
−0.02
70 8
+0.3
−0.2
2.5
+0.1
−0.1
200 10
+5
−2
0.3
+0.1
−0.1
... .. ...
TMC1(NH3) 30
+1
−1
3.5
+0.1
−0.1
35 8
+0.4
−1.6
1.3
+0.1
−0.3
65 12
+1.8
−1.6
1.3
+0.2
−0.1
175 ? 0.1
+0.6
−0.1
L1517B (1) 30
+1
−1
1.9
+0.1
−0.1
18 8.5
+1.3
−1.1
1.6
+0.2
−0.5
180 9.5
+0.2
−0.3
1.6
+0.1
−0.1
... .. ...
L1517B (2) 35
+1
−1
2.0
+0.1
−0.1
18 8.5
+2.0
−1.0
2.5
+0.7
−1.2
180 9.5
+0.5
−0.3
2.5
+0.2
−0.1
... .. ...
L183(C) 19
+1
−1
8.6
+0.2
−0.6
20 8
+0.4
−0.6
1.4
+0.1
−0.3
40 9
+0.6
−1.6
1.4
+0.1
−0.6
225 9
+0.5
−3
2.1
+0.2
−0.3
L183(N) 44
+4
−4
1.4
+0.1
−0.1
80 9
+1.1
−0.8
2.9
+0.5
−0.3
225 9
+9
−4
2.0
+4.0
−0.6
... .. ...
TABLE 2
Parameters obtained from the modeling of our observations of N2H
+
lines for the 10 louds studied. The density profile is desribed as n(H2) = n0 for r < r0
and n(H2) = n0(r0/r)
2
for r > r0. Depending on the soure, we have introdued 2 or 3 omponents to desribe the loud: the radius of the i
th
omponent is
given as ri and for radii r in the range ri−1 < r < ri, the N2H
+
abundane and gas temperature are respetively given as Xi and Ti (the first zone with T1 and
X1, orresponds to the radius range 0 < r < r1”). For two louds, i.e. L1489 and TMC1(NH3), the temperature of the 3
rd
zone is poorly onstrained by the
available observations. The large error bars found make the value derived non signifiant and this parameter is thus not indiated.
1
5
Soure M(r<2') [M⊙℄ rD N(N2H
+
)/1012 [m−2℄ N(N2D
+
)/1012 [m−2℄ R
L1251C 31.1
+2.0
−5.6
0.14
+0.03
−0.11
12.6
+1.1
−2.1
1.6
+0.4
−1.3
0.13
+0.06
−0.11
L43 26.2
+1.6
−1.6
0.12
+0.04
−0.06
14.1
+1.3
−1.3
1.7
+0.6
−0.8
0.12
+0.06
−0.06
TMC2 22.7
+2.3
−1.7
0.73
+0.53
−0.38
a
8.2
+0.9
−1.2
4.4
+3.0
−2.1
0.53
+0.52
−0.28
L63 13.4
+1.1
−1.1
0.64
+0.56
−0.34
b
12.7
+0.7
−2.0
5.1
+2.7
−1.6
0.40
+0.33
−0.14
L1489 7.8
+0.6
−0.6
0.17
+0.06
−0.11
7.7
+0.8
−1.5
1.3
+0.5
−0.8
0.17
+0.12
−0.11
L1498 7.6
+1.0
−0.8
0.07
+0.02
−0.02
7.3
+0.3
−0.2
0.5
+0.2
−0.1
0.07
+0.02
−0.02
TMC1(NH3) 7.1
+0.4
−0.4
0.10
+0.07
−0.03
8.9
+0.8
−1.0
0.9
+0.6
−0.3
0.10
+0.09
−0.04
L1517B (1) 3.9
+0.2
−0.3
0.12
+0.03
−0.02
6.3
+0.4
−0.4
0.8
+0.2
−0.2
0.12
+0.04
−0.03
L1517B (2) ... 0.10
+0.03
−0.02
..... .... ....
L183(C) 3.6
+0.4
−0.3
0.43
+0.05
−0.12
c
13.9
+0.4
−2.0
4.2
+1.6
−1.1
0.33
+0.16
−0.11
L183(N) 2.7
+0.4
−0.4
0.76
+1.00
−0.20
d
9.9
+2.9
−0.8
1.4
+1.4
−0.2
0.15
+0.16
−0.06
TABLE 3
For the louds with model's parameters given in table 2, the mass enlosed within a radius of 2' is given (in M⊙) as well as the abundane ratio rD =
X(N2D
+
)/X(N2H
+
). The olumn densities derived for the positions reported in table 1 are quoted and their ratio, R, is given in the last olumn.
a
the quoted abundane ratio is for radii below 35 and is dereased to 0.10
+0.05
−0.10 for greater radii.
b
the quoted abundane ratio is for radii below 10 and is dereased to 0.25
+0.16
−0.02 for greater radii.
c
the quoted abundane ratio is for radii below 40 and is dereased to 0.05
+0.34
−0.05 for greater radii.
d
the quoted abundane ratio is for radii below 10 and is dereased to 0.05
+0.02
−0.01 for greater radii.
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N2H
+
N2D
+
Soure VLSR δvLSR δvLSR δ vLSR ∆v
(J=10) (J=21) (J=32) (J=32) (km s−1 p−1)
L1489 6.74 0.02 0.07 0.04 -1.3
TMC2 6.17 0.02 0.01 0.06 -0.9
L183(C) 2.40 0.01 0.04 0.04 -0.2
L183(N) 2.41 .... 0.01 0.06 -0.0
L43 0.74 0.03 0.04 0.01 -0.4
L63 5.73 0.02 0.04 0.03 -0.0
L1251C -4.74 0.02 0.02 0.02 -0.5
L1498 7.80 .... .... .... -0.0
TMC1-NH3 5.98 .... .... .... -0.8
L1517B 5.78 0.04 .... .... 1.4
TABLE 4
VLSR obtained for the different transitions of N2H
+
and N2D
+
, by minimizing the hi square between observed and
modeled lines. All the values are given in omparison to the VLSR of the J=10 line, i.e. VLSR = VLSR(J=10) + δ
vLSR. ∆ v orresponds to the veloity gradient used in the models. Note that L1517B is the only loud with an
outward gradient.
T=10K T=20K T=30K
j j' Rj→j′ (N2D
+
) δ (%) Rj→j′ (N2D
+
) δ (%) Rj→j′ (N2D
+
) δ (%)
1 0 103.39 -10.6 91.96 -10.7 88.51 -9.4
2 0 58.20 -7.9 47.91 -6.4 42.09 -4.0
3 0 35.04 -4.7 29.15 -6.5 24.98 -9.3
4 0 19.81 -16.5 17.97 -10.4 16.44 -9.4
5 0 19.33 -13.0 18.65 -12.8 18.01 -12.2
6 0 21.78 -2.7 19.41 -5.2 17.84 -4.9
2 1 175.25 0.0 156.25 -2.4 145.50 -3.3
3 1 107.85 5.7 89.89 -1.1 78.69 -3.7
4 1 64.71 -7.0 59.22 -7.6 54.97 -8.4
5 1 61.24 -13.9 55.96 -13.8 52.23 -13.0
6 1 59.52 1.6 53.17 -3.2 48.58 -4.6
3 2 172.15 -5.8 155.22 -5.7 147.37 -5.4
4 2 125.74 -11.7 114.11 -12.9 106.30 -12.8
5 2 112.87 -2.3 100.39 -4.8 90.80 -6.3
6 2 79.06 8.0 73.04 2.1 67.56 -0.9
4 3 196.35 -2.3 182.35 -3.4 173.38 -3.9
5 3 127.69 3.0 119.03 0.2 111.16 -2.1
6 3 95.84 4.2 93.03 2.8 88.18 0.5
5 4 140.44 -2.2 141.22 -0.5 141.61 -0.6
6 4 110.55 3.4 108.73 1.8 104.69 -0.3
6 5 119.72 -3.2 122.05 -0.7 124.50 0.0
TABLE 5
Rotational rate oeffiients for N2D
+
olliding with He, in units of 10
−12
m
3
s
−1
, and perentage differene with
the N2H
+
He deexitation rate oeffiients.
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Fig. 1. Observed J=10, 21, and 32 transitions of N2H
+
in the diretion of seleted soures. Ordinate is antenna temperature and
absissa is the VLSR. For eah transition the assigned frequeny orresponds to the one of the strongest hyperne omponent.
18
Fig. 2. Observed radial integrated intensity proles of L1517B, L1498, L1489, L43, L63 and TMC2 ompared to the models.
Observational data are from Caselli et al. (2002) (obtained with the FCRAO antenna) and Tafalla et al. (2004) for L1498 and L1517B
(30m, Pio Veleta). For eah soure, the solid lines refer to the emerging intensities of our modeling (see text). For L1517B, the solid line
orrespond to the density prole used in this work and the dashed one to the prole used in Tafalla et al. (2004).
19
Fig. 3. Observed and modeled J=10 and 21 transitions of N2H
+
and N2D
+
towards L1517B. The solid line orresponds to the
density prole used in this work and the dashed one orresponds to the prole used in Tafalla et al. (2004).
20
Fig. 4. Observed and modeled J=10, 21 and 32 lines of N2H
+
and J=21 and 32 lines of N2D
+
towards moleular peak C in
L183.
21
Fig. 5. Observed and modeled J=10 and 32 lines of N2H
+
and J=10, 21 and 32 lines of N2D
+
for the moleular peak N in
L183.
22
Fig. 6. Map and modeled lines of the J=21 transition of N2D
+
orresponding to moleular peak C in L183. The referene position
of the map is reported in table 1 and orresponds to the N2H
+
and N2D
+
observations shown on gure 4. On the right side of the main
map, the map of integrated intensity is reported with ontour levels going from 20% to 90% of the map peak intensity, by step of 10%.
Note that the aspet ratio between right asension and delination is respeted on the right map and show the SouthNorth extent of the
loud.
23
Fig. 7. Map and modeled lines of the J=10 transition of N2D
+
orresponding to the moleular peak C in L183.
24
Fig. 8. Observed and modeled lines for two positions toward TMC2. At the position of the N2H
+
map peak are shown the J=10,
21 and 32 lines of N2H
+
and the J=32 line of N2D
+
. For the oset position, are shown the J=10 line of N2H
+
and the J=21 line
of N2D
+
.
25
Fig. 9. Models for the J=10, 21 and 32 line of N2H
+
and for the J=32 line of N2D
+
observed in TMC1(NH3). The upper right
panel is a blowup of the low frequeny hyperne triplet in the J=10 line, with the seond emission omponent indiated.
26
Fig. 10. Observed and modeled J=10 line of N2H
+
, and the J=10 and 21 lines of N2D
+
towards L1498.
27
Fig. 11. Observed and modeled J=10, 21, and 32 lines of N2H
+
and J=10 and 32 lines of N2D
+
towards L63.
28
Fig. 12. Observed and modeled J=10 lines of N2D
+
for ve position towards L63.
29
Fig. 13. Observed and modeled J=10, 21, and 32 lines of N2H
+
and J=32 line of N2D
+
towards L43.
30
Fig. 14. Observed and modeled J=10, 21 and 32 lines of N2H
+
and J=32 line of N2D
+
towards L1489.
31
Fig. 15. Observed and modeled J=10, 21 and 32 lines of N2H
+
and J=32 line of N2D
+
towards L1251C.
32
Fig. 16. N2H
+
frational abundanes (solid lines, in unit of 10
−10
) and ratio of abundanes rD=X(N2D
+
)/X(N2H
+
) (dashed lines),
for a osmi ray onstant of ζ = 110−17 s−1 (upper panel) and ζ = 510−17 s−1 (lower panel). For eah panel, the results are shown for
louds at T = 7K (faint grey), T = 10K (grey) and T = 15K (blak). The lowerright box of eah panel ompares the ratio rD to the ratio
rstatD predited using equation 1. Central densities (n0) , N2H
+
abundanes, and abundane ratio (R) derived from models (see setion 3)
and listed in tables 2 and 3 are indiated in the lower panel, for omparison with the hemial models.
33
Fig. 17. J=10, 21 and 32 exitation temperature, opaity and brightness temperature of N2D
+
(dashed lines) and N2H
+
(solid
lines) on the left olumn, and of HCO
+
(solid lines), H
13
CO
+
(dotted line) and DCO
+
(long dashed) on the right olumn. The olumn
density is the same for all moleules and is 10
12
m
−2
/(km s
−1
p
−1
).
34
Fig. 18. Comparison of exitation temperatures (left) and line intensity ratios (rigth) of orthoH2CO and paraD2CO for dierent
transitions of both speies and a ommon olumn density of 10
12
m
−2
. Note that the quantum numbers of the seleted transitions
orrespond to dierent symetries of the two isotopologues. Left panels show that exitation temperatures are dierent for both speies for
the range of densities found in dense ores.
